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GREETINGS  

Hello there, hi. I hope you are having a good spring so far. I am 

encouraged to hear of the lifting of restrictions around the United States as 

people lose their masks and are able to assemble on Sunday together. Here 

we are in lock down and have some of the worst Corona cases in the world 

per capita. Thankfully, we are still able to meet to record our services and 

sermons. I have been very limited in my contact with people, but it has given 

me many opportunities for intentional prayer, study in Biblical Cognitive 

Behavioral Therapy, time alone with God, as well as study preparation with 

others, Bible reading, and setting up video links for online Bible studies. 

Lock Down Ministries 

   Despite everything being closed and not being able to meet in groups, I 

have had the opportunity to touch base with some former Aimers that I have 

mentored and help them process the phase of life they are in now and their 

vision for the future. I have been able to talk with some young people from 

my AIM field and see where they are today.  

   The two people I do still see each week are Astrid and Elisa. Astrid and I 

have been going through foretelling prophecy and fulfillment in Scripture 

and studies the plagues of Egypt this last week and the correlating Egyptian 

Gods and archeological evidence of the events as told in the Bible.  

   With Elisa we meet to make and enjoy a meal together and studied the 

purposes of Baptism in the New Testament, as well as discuss life and 

troubles she is facing in her first experience as an adult away from home.  

“In the morning, O Lord, You hear my voice; in 

the morning I lay my requests before You and 

wait in expectation.” -Psalms 5:3 

SPRING SNOW 

    Pictured above is one of the several recent snow falls we have had here. It has been sunny during the day and snowing in 

the evening. I am so thankful to have the sun back and am looking forward to warmth. It has been a good     time to take 

walks as the ice and snow melt and I can take time to reflect and pray.  

ACTIVITY GROWTH 

   This last week Randall took 

a few days away and it 

challenged others to step up 

and be more active in 

ministry. It was cool to see 

our brother Tobi from Nigera 

who lives in Tallinn to lead 

our midweek Proverbs study 

online and to see Collins lead 

songs for us for the first time 

on Sunday. I look forward to 

seeing Collins being more 

active in leading songs and 

am thankful for the 

opportunities that were 

created. 

 

 

 



GENEROUS BLESSINGS 

This past month I received an email asking what things I could use 

here in Estonia. I asked for 4 Easy to Read Bible to read with some girls who 

were wanting to read the story of Jesus in English, as their second or third 

language. I was tremendously blessed to receive an entire box of 38 English 

Bible as well as 10 Russian Bibles. I have been able to give some copies and 

are praying for the hands that will receive and read the rest. I am excited to 

have a transation I can share that locals as well as other foreigners can 

understand.  

Summer Intern 

   We are excited at the prospect of the possibility of having a summer intern 

from SIBI this year. We have spoken with here and are making arrangements 

to get her here for 7 weeks this summer. I have very fond memories of my 

summer internship and I hope that we can be good hosts for her here. Please 

pray for us as we start the paperwork process and she she raises the funds to 

come. I know we will be very blessed to have here and are anticipating having 

some childrens events, Lets Start Talking opportunities, and some video 

production. I am excited for an extra pair of hands and another girl who has 

the ability to focus on ministry for days other than Sunday.  

   In preparation of doing things with Estonian children I have been reading 

an Estonian Children’s Bible and conituing Estonian review and learning 

online. I am glad to have found an Estonian site that has some English shows 

with Estonian subtitles to learn some new expressions. 
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   Pictured left is Riina. This is the cutest picture I have taken of her, 

so I had to share. Riina is the wife of Dennis and is Estonian. She 

has been a great help to him in song as she likes to sing and has 

been in some Estonian choirs. She happily makes coffee or tea for 

others after service. 

   Thank you all for your prayers and support. Even though I miss 

being around people, I know that now is a time to prepare for 

harvest and the blessings that God will present for us when lock 

down is over. It has been a good time to contact some brothers and 

sisters in Christ I have not talked to in a while and be encouraged. 

Randall and I have also been collaborating to produce some videos 

for our Youtube channel and Facebook groups. He did one this 

month on the topic of truth with some former classmates of ours 

working on a ministry team in Washington State. Please keep us in 

your prayers, you all have been in mine. 

Hope 
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